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Memonizer Body product explanation with Q & A. 

The MemonizerBODY strengthens and supports to protect you from the omnipresent negative 
environmental impacts whether in bus, train or plane, at every turn the MemonizerBODY 
provides well-being and balance, the ideal companion to go. 

 FAQs memonizerBODY 

1. Is the MemonizerBODY protecting from electromagnetic pollution?

- Yes, it is protecting in a way that the body is able to cope with these better influences. 

Please note: This product is not intended to replace a harmonized room (in a house, a room 
which has been harmonized by memonizer Combi or Workstation) once this is worn by an 
individual.  
By wearing this MemonizerBody in the memon® harmonized room, it may or may not impacts 
the body. This is perfectly normal. If your home has been harmonized by MemonizerCombi, 
wearing this MemonizerBody in the house may not be necessary.  

2. What is the difference if I have installed a MemonizerCar in my car
while wearing my MemonizerBody? 

Generally, the MemonizerCar can help the body to cope with exposures in a better way. But due 
to the difference utilization standards, to increase body-strengthening information pattern are 
strongly recommended/considered with the MemonizerBODY while driving.

3. Do I still need my MemonizerBody even though I have installed the
MemonizerMobile on my cell phone, i-Pad, or any wireless tools? 

MemonizerMobile for wireless harmonizes the pathogenic information ONLY for the related 
wireless tool at the moment of using it. It helps the body not to get the negative effects from the 
wireless itself. However, the MemonizerBody will harmonize your personal environment from 
the area that is not harmonized where you are at that time.  

4. What kind of active information is used?

Information with body-strengthening and supporting qualities. 



5. May I wear the MemonizerBODY in a memon-harmonized
environment, too? 

Yes, but not necessarily. See the note explanation at number 1 above. 

6. Does the MemonizerBODY replace another memon product?
 No 

7. Why not?

See the explanation on question 1. This is a matter of a complementary/extra support product to 
go to the environment where there is no protection at all.  

8. May I wear the MemonizerBODY 24 hours a day?

Yes. However, in the memon® harmonized rooms it is not necessary to wear it, you can take off 
the MemonizerBODY at night, it is your choice.  

9. How long does this MemonizerBODY will last?

After the present proven knowledge we act on the assumption that the MemonizerBODY 
will fulfill its task for at least 5 years.  Not the silicone band. The band is replaceable 
through out the life of the product. FREE replacement band with proof of the broken one. 

10. Has the MemonizerBODY to be stored or protected in a special
way? 

 No. 

11. Out of which materials is the MemonizerBODY made?
 A. stainless steel breech  

 B. skin compatible silicon which includes informed carrier-components 

21. How do I care for the MemonizerBODY?

Ideally clean under fluent lukewarm water, use maintenance talcum as needed. 

13. May I shower and swim with the MemonizerBODY?

Yes. 
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